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1.Introduction

Environmental effect of the air pollutants released from an industrial

facility into the atmosphere is closely related to the meteorological

condition.

By the analysis of the site meteorological condition, it is possible to

estimate the suitability of the site as a nuclear site.

Authors analyzed the site meteorological condition by categorizing the

atmospheric flow condition of a Korean four nuclear sites and Jordan

research reactor site using integral quantities for characterizing

stagnation and recirculation.
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2. Methodology 

Authors devised three categorization methods for stagnation and

recirculation using the integral quantities defined by Allwine and

Whitemen.

The integral quantities are used to identify ‘stagnation’ and

‘recirculation’ during a certain period only with the surface wind data.

3. Results 

The devised methods were applied to the four Korean nuclear

power plant sites and Jordan research reactor site and the two

reference sites in U.S.A.

The following table represents the SR grades of several sites, and

it shows that the Kori and Wolsung sites have “AB” grade.

The Jordanian research reactor site has the grade of “AA” and “BA”

depending on the measuring height, which represents quite good

atmospheric conditions in from the view of atmospheric diffusion

aspect.

4. Conclusion  

Meteorological condition is the key factor for estimating the

environmental effects of a nuclear facility.

The devised method can be used for assessing the relative

environmental risk of a nuclear facility with only meteorological data.

And the devised categorization method can be used for choosing a

suitable site for an industrial facility such as a nuclear power plant

and a chemical complex.

2.1 Categorization if the Integral Quantities

The meteorological data measured at 76 measuring points which

cover the whole of the Republic of Korea including the four nuclear

power plant sites were analyzed for categorizing the integral

quantities.

Authors devised three categorization methods for stagnation and

recirculation.
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2.2 Analysis of Meteorological Data 

The meteorological data measured at four nuclear power plant sites

in Korea and the data measured at Jordan Research reactor site

were analyzed.

Gradation into 6 groups
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1. Based on the Average  

2. Upper and Lower Percentiles :  adjust 5%, 15%, 20%

3. Average based (Similar to the 1st method except the center)

Wind Roses of NPP sites in Korea

Wind Roses of JRTR sites in Jordan
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